Near-automatic generation of lava dome DEMs from photos
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1. Introduction
Digital elevation models (DEMs) and 3D surfaces have been
generated from aerial images for many years, but traditional
techniques based on conventional photogrammetry usually
require specialist software, expertise, and extensive measurement
of control points or features .
Using a computer vision approach which combines structurefrom-motion1 and multi-view stereo2 (SfM-MVS), 3D models can
be automatically constructed using images from consumer
cameras with the following advantages3:
• flexible image capture and free software
• significantly reduced control-point requirements
In volcanology, SfM-MVS has been previously used with groundbased images of lava4; here, we explore its use to derive DEMs of
the Volcán de Colima lava dome from images taken by different
people during light aircraft over flights.

5. Results and Conclusions

3. Colima datasets
• over flights with light aircraft (~30 -200 photos per flight)
• images taken using Nikon D90 with 18-105 mm lens or a
Sony DSLR-A200 18-210 mm (110930)
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Point clouds are converted to DEMs to facilitate comparison
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2. SfM-MVS method

• object of interest dominates most
images and is viewed from a
number of different positions (e.g.
20 or more)

low quality reconstruction
(15/11/11) identified by
poor fit on crater edge

• obscuration by cloud or plume
3D coloured point cloud
(without scale or orientation)

define scale and georeferenceb

• blurring and deep shadows

• good quality images will allow structural changes and
processes such as rockfall and talus generation to be quantified
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Software and References

4. Georeferencing
• no ground control targets used

50 m

• SfM-MVS allows detailed DEM generation from photos

• natural control features identified in 0.5-mresolution web-sourced aerial imagery
• RMS error to control features ≈1-2 m
• point cloud alignment refined by iterative
closest point adjustment of static areas
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